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Global Non-Profit Practice
Introduction
The Global Non-Profit practice was established a decade ago and has experienced significant growth
ever since. We are a group of values-driven, ambitious, authentic, professional, kind, intelligent people
who strive to do our best for our clients, candidates and colleagues. We seek to provide world-class
executive search and professional leadership advice and support to the sectors we support, based
upon a deep understanding of the non-profit sector and the context in which we operate in and its
challenges, a truly global approach and a deep commitment to diversity in all its forms.

Perrett Laver is the leading executive search firm

Perrett Laver’s robust methodology – comprising

working across the Global Non-Profit sector.

exceptional original research, strong networks

We believe passionately in the wider transformative

across sectors and supported by a relevant and

benefits and value that organizations within these

qualitative database – is unparalleled in the industry.

sectors bring and we are deeply committed to

This approach means we provide truly global search

The Global Non Profit team is made up of Consultants, a dedicated team of Research Associates and Project Managers.

supporting organizations that promote change

which is informed by Perrett Laver’s deep

Each colleague is passionate about supporting the sectors we serve.

and demonstrate impact in these areas.

understanding of the fluid and evolving nature of the
global landscape. We have significant expertise in

Our vision is to identify the inspiring global talent of

working to identify leaders who move on a global

today, who will lead on tackling the grand challenges

and often cross-sectoral basis and have been

of tomorrow. By attracting and retaining the best

privileged to work with many of the leading and

leaders, organizations are able to have more impact,

innovative organizations working across the Global

add greater value, and foster an organizational

Non-Profit sector.

culture and set of behaviours which result in a more

With offices spread across seven time zones,

agile and effective approach.

Perrett Laver can bring to bear our local knowledge

We work with a diverse range of clients internationally

and connectivity with relevant networks. Purposeful

across the global development, humanitarian

attentiveness, a key characteristic of our firm’s work,

response, human rights, environmental, sustainability,

adds distinctive value at every stage of the process:

social enterprise, impact investment, private

briefing, candidate generation, candidate evaluation,

consultancy, and domestic charity sectors. Our work

and candidate relationship building.

also intersects with that of governments and

We have been privileged to work with and advise

academia. Perrett Laver’s clients are addressing

a cross section of organizations and, on the pages

some of the most pressing challenges in the world

that follow, we share with you a selection of our

today: from environmental sustainability, to medical

appointments made over recent years, to illustrate

research and health, to education, poverty, human

the range of organizations we serve, and the global,

rights and social care.

sectoral, and thematic reach of our appointments.

85%

of our work has a
global field of
candidates

340,000
candidates
registered

50

female
appointments

countries
worldwide

59%

candidates
identified
through
search

5

clients in

80%

we have

Global Non-Profits

51%

of candidates are
from outside the
client sector

80%

of our work
is for returning
clients
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A selection of our global clients

18
17 23

6

14

9

15

19

32

8
28
30

31
33

22

29

23

38
25

Europe
Americas
1	The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
2 Medical Teams International

26
27

12 Trocaire

Asia
28 3ie

13 Shelter

29	World Vision International

Plan International
Liberty

24

30	International Centre for
Diarrhoeal Disease Research

3 Wikimedia Foundation

Age UK

4 Accion

British Heart Foundation

5 Heartland Alliance

MS Society

31 WorldFish

6 Care USA

Disasters Emergency
Committee

32	Green Climate Fund

7 Internet Society
8 World Resources Institute
9 Jhpiego
10 UNICEF
11 Trudeau Foundation

and many more

37	Brac University

Africa

14 IDDRI

22 ISDAO

15	European Climate Foundation

23 TrustAfrica

16	WeMove.eu

24 	Just Associates

17	Hivos
18	IKEA Foundation

25 	African Population and
Health Research Center

19	Oak Foundation

26 	Oxfam International

20	Fairtrade International

27 	Twaweza

34
35

33	WWF Hong Kong

Australia
34	Opportunity International
Australia
35 	Unicef Australia

21 EITI
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Chief Executive Appointments
The Green Climate Fund
Executive Director

Oikocredit
Managing Director

Oxfam International
Executive Director

The Green Climate Fund was created by the United

Oikocredit is a worldwide cooperative and social investor

Following Perrett Laver’s support of Oxfam International’s

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

that promotes sustainable development by providing loans,

appointment of a Director of Global Programs and a Director

(UNFCCC) and is headquartered in the Republic of Korea.

capital and capacity building support to microfinance

of Global Communications, we were asked to conduct a truly

The Executive Director Selection Panel and other members

institutions, cooperatives, fair trade organizations, small to

international search for the Executive Director.

of the Board of Directors were particularly keen to see

medium enterprises (SMEs) and renewable energy projects

candidates with a proven ability in strong intellectual

in developing countries. Oikocredit International was

leadership with a knowledge base and experience of work

seeking an outstanding individual to inspire, lead and

in climate change, development, finance. Following a

demonstrate the same values, drive and vision as its staff,

comprehensive search of leaders within the public and

supervisory board and members. The desired candidate

private sector, civil society organizations and key

would have a proven track record working in a complex

environmental networks, the longlist included 26

governance environment with multi-stakeholder involvement

individuals from institutions across the public and private

and experience managing and/or leading an international

sector. The final shortlist of seven candidates was made

financial institution and organizations focused on social

up of five men and two women from across the world.

impact, sustainability, or another transformative agendas.

Global Reporting Initiative
Chief Executive Officer

The longlist comprised 11 individuals from leading global

GRI was founded in 1997 with the objective of making

financial and private investment institutions and NGOs.

sustainability reporting standard practice for private sector

The appointed candidate was Thos Gieskes who previously

corporations. In support of this mission GRI pioneered a

worked as Chief Executive Officer of Rabobank Australia

framework with indicators that enables companies to

and Managing Director of Rabobank Australia and New

measure and communicate the impact of their business

Zealand Group at Rabobank International. In this capacity

on the economy, society and the environment. GRI is a

he improved the stability of the bank’s funding composition

multi-stakeholder network based organization with 60 staff

through growth of retail funding via the RaboDirect channel

employed at the Secretariat in Amsterdam. GRI was looking

and served as chairman of the executive team, the local

for an innovative Chief Executive, responsible for the

credit committee, the management development committee

development of its strategy, its funding and operational

and the pricing committee. Prior to that, Gieskes served as

implementation while also overseeing the effective

Chief Executive Officer of Rabobank Chile at Rabobank

management of relations in the global network.

The appointed candidate was Howard Bamsey, Senior
Adviser to Baker and McKenzie and Special Representative
of GNI plus where he provided strategic assistance to a
consortium focused on providing assistance in the
implementation of Nationally Determined Contributions
((NDCs) and associated climate-friendly development plans.
Formerly Bamsey served as Director General of the Global
Green Growth Institute (GGGI).

The longlisted candidates included eight women and nine
men; this field of highly competitive candidates included
four Africans, four Asians, one Australian, six Europeans,
and two Latin Americans. The successful candidate was
Winnie Byanyima, who led gender programs and policy

International where he transformed the representative office
with corporate banking activities into a full banking

for the UNDP’s work in 133 countries. She had previously
been an opposition party MP in Uganda and then led an
African Union governance strengthening department.
Winnie is the first African woman appointed to lead one of
the world’s largest INGO’s.

The search generated a high level of interest from leaders in
the field of Business Consulting, Corporate Social Responsibility

operation through the creation of new activities,

and Sustainability. The shortlist was comprised of six men from

new vehicles and the acquisition of HNS Banco.

Europe, Africa and the United States. The appointed candidate
Tim Mohin, Senior Director of Corporate Responsibility at
Advanced Micro Devices where he was responsible for
designing and leading the corporate responsibility program.
Prior to AMD, Mohin served as Senior Manager of Supplier
Social Responsibility at Apple Inc where he was Apple’s first
supplier responsibility leader and held oversight for the
practices of Apple’s direct suppliers dealing with labor,
human rights, environmental, health, safety and ethics.

Global Non-Profits
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Chief Executive Appointments
The G4 Alliance
Executive Director

African Population and Health
Research Centre (APHRC)
Executive Director

The Global Alliance for Surgical, Obstetric, Trauma, and
Anaesthesia Care (The G4 Alliance) was looking for an

The African Population Health Research Centre (APHRC) is

Executive Director with a strong record as an inspirational

a world-class independent research institution based in

leader, a team builder able to move others to work for a

Africa, led by Africans with its headquarters in Nairobi,

purpose and someone who is a clear visionary and

Kenya. It actively engages policy makers and other key

strategic planner.

stakeholders on achieving measurable policy impacts and

Following a comprehensive search of leaders within the

ensures that decision-making across the continent is

INGO community, bilaterals, academic institutions, health

informed by evidence-based research. The selection panel

councils and the private sector, the longlist included 17

is seeking a visionary Executive Director with an exceptional

individuals from the private sector, NGOs and academia.

record of leading research and professional engagements in

The final shortlist of six candidates was made up of three

health and social science disciplines with strong experience

men and three women from Australia, the US, Switzerland,

forging, maintaining, and developing external relationships

and Guatemala. The successful individual was Brendan

as a thought leader and representative of the organization,

Allen, who was Chief Operating Officer at University of

as well as a history of successful resource mobilization and

Melbourne, Nossal Institute for Global Health where he was

fundraising. The successful candidate will be skilled at

responsible for partnerships and engagement, business

operational, financial, and knowledge management and

development, program and risk management.

adept at engaging board members, leading a team, and

Greenpeace International
Executive Directors

developing staff capacities. A PhD in a relevant health and
social science field, as well as a productive and impactful
publishing background, was required.

In succession of Kumi Naidoo, Greenpeace International

HakiElimu
Executive Director

were in search of a new International Executive Director,

Following a comprehensive search that engaged over 800

capable of championing the cause, leading and managing

leaders within academia, think-tanks, research institutions,

HakiElimu meaning “right to education” in Kiswahili, is a

the international organization including the continued roll

bi- and multi-lateral organizations, and public sector

non-profit civil society organization in Tanzania, committed

out of the global operating model, and building up the next

institutions, a longlist was generated comprising twelve

to transforming education for all children around Tanzania.

long term strategic global framework.

outstanding candidates. These twelve demonstrated

HakiElimu conducts research, policy analysis and advocacy

extensive experience in leadership positions and have

to advance common interests and social justice.

made significant impacts in health and population research

The longlist comprised of seven individuals from across

and policy engagement. Longlisted candidates hailed from

Africa with strategic leadership experience. Four candidates

the public sector, academia and research institutions.

were shortlisted, two females and two males, from

Dr. Catherine Kyobutungi, Director of Research at APHRC

non-profits, foundations and private sector. John Kalage,

where she coordinated the process of developing the

the Director of Programs Operations from Save the

Center’s strategic plan and oversaw the development of

Children Tanzania was the appointed candidate. John had

the research strategy for the new APHRC strategic plan for

more than 20 years of professional experience in senior

2017-2021 was the appointed candidate.

management roles in international NGOs.

The longlist comprised of 13 individuals from across
NGOs, the private sector, government and international
institutions. The shortlist comprised of six individuals from
India, New Zealand, Sweden, Denmark, Germany and
Switzerland. Greenpeace International decided to appoint
their first co-Executive Directors to lead the organization:
Jennifer Morgan, the Global Director of the Climate
Program at the World Resource Institute and the former
Executive Director of Greenpeace New Zealand,
Bunny McDiarmid. Jennifer Morgan and Bunny McDiarmid
are the first women appointed in this role in an innovative
co-leadership model.

Global Non-Profits
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Chief Executive Appointments
TrustAfrica
Executive Director

ChildFund Alliance
Secretary General

TrustAfrica is an independent foundation that works to

ChildFund Alliance is a global network of twelve leading

secure the conditions for democracy and equitable

international development organizations, investing over $500

development throughout the continent. Led by Africans,

million every year in the lives of millions of the world’s most

it convenes dialogues, catalyzes ideas, and provides

vulnerable children. We have established deep and trusted

grants and technical assistance to organizations working

relationships with communities in over 50 countries and have

to advance these goals. TrustAfrica were seeking an

worked tirelessly to eradicate the root causes and the effects

authentic and inspirational Executive Director to lead the

of poverty on children by implementing sustainable solutions.

organization through its next stage of strategic

After going through a transition period at the leadership

development and be an external spokesperson and

level, ChildFund Alliance engaged our firm to identify,

thought leader in African Philanthropy.

engage and secure a dynamic and compelling candidate to

The longlist comprised of six individuals from across the

The Other Foundation
Chief Executive Officer

continent and diaspora from some of the largest INGOs
operating in the human rights space Africa, African
philanthropy and leading UN agencies. The resulting
shortlist included a prominent East African human rights
activist and two West African INGO leaders. The appointed
candidate was Dr Tendai Murisa who brings to the role
a wealth of programmatic experience from across
Agricultural and pro-poor policy and who has building an
effective advocacy movement for sustainable and
equitable agricultural development in Africa.

Twaweza
Executive Director

represent the voice and interests of children, and to
provide strategic leadership to increase the impact and
growth of the global Alliance Members. This person is
responsible to lead the global advocacy agenda and

The Other Foundation is a new African trust established to

provide public representation at the highest levels to

Twaweza is the leading citizen-centered initiative in

advance the human rights of LGBTI people across Southern

enable the organization to deliver increased impact and

East Africa focusing on citizen agency, basic learning,

Africa. The trust aims to contribute to a self-sustaining

growth globally and locally. Perrett Laver’s search process

open government and public accountability. Twaweza

movement for change in Southern Africa, in the context of

reached out to over 400 individuals yielding 78 candidates

means, “We can make it happen,” in Swahili and focuses on

African philanthropy, where people stand up for and

who applied for the role. Eleven people (five males and six

large-scale change, fostering conditions and expanding

support each other’s rights. The Foundation’s core function

females) were selected for the longlist coming from Europe,

opportunities through which millions of people can get

is to raise and grant funds for LGBTI organisations and

Australia, and North America. After the robust interview and

information and make change happen in their own

initiatives in Southern Africa. The Other Foundation was

selection process, Meg Gardinier was selected.

communities directly and by holding government to

looking for a dedicated Chief Executive with a track record

She was the former Executive Director for Arigatou

account. Rakesh Rajani, a Tanzanian civil society leader,

of championing LGBTI rights, experience of African

International as well as did work for the Elevate Children

founded Twaweza and has steered the start-up and

philanthropy, start-ups and fundraising within the context

Funders Group, based out of New York.

establishment of the organization from 2009 through a

of Southern Africa.

period of extraordinary growth and change, culminating in

After an exhaustive search of leaders within the LGBTI

the launch of a new strategic framework. Rajani stepped

movement in Southern Africa and in the African

aside at the end of 2014 and Perrett Laver were chosen to

philanthropy space, the longlist comprised of eight

advise on the appointment of the next Executive Director.

individuals from INGOs working on LGBTI rights in the

After an exhaustive search of leaders in East Africa with

region such as Open Society Foundations, International

experience of citizen-centred development and policy

Planned Parenthood Federation and Human Rights Watch.

engagement, the longlist comprised of seven individuals

The appointed candidate was Neville Gabriel, the founding

from across the UN system and INGO world. The appointed

Executive Director of the Southern Africa Trust, where

candidate was Aidan Eyakuze, a thought leader on issues

he directed innovative work to build the capacity of

of development in East Africa and former Associate

civil-society organizations to engage in national, regional,

Regional Director of the Society for International

and global policy-development processes.

Development (SID) and head of the SID Tanzania office.

Global Non-Profits
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Chief Executive Appointments
The Elders
Chief Executive

UNICEF Australia
Chief Executive

After successfully advising The Elders on their appointment

In January 2016, Perrett Laver was chosen to assist

of a Director of Corporate Services and a Program Director,

UNICEF Australia in their search for a successor to

Perrett Laver was asked to support them in their search for

Norman Gillespie, who stepped down after 5 years as

a new Chief Executive Officer reporting to Kofi Annan,

Chief Executive. Briefings with the team and Board

Chair of the Board.

signalled a desire to find a Chief Executive who could
advance the UNICEF brand, reach, and impact in Australia

A broad search was conducted for this exciting opportunity,

and improve their financial and political capability to

which attracted senior individuals from across the globe,

improve child rights internationally.

from non-profit, global development, higher education,
government, multilaterals and the private sector.

The successful candidate would need a demonstrated

The longlist comprised of 13 individuals, with experience

commitment to the cause, as well as the right mix of

ranging across multilateral organizations, global

commercial acumen and government influencing

development and environmental organizations, foundations

experience. The search generated significant interest from

and think tanks and hailed from Europe, Africa, Asia, the

diverse leaders in the field, with a shortlist consisting of

Middle East and North and South America. Five of these

senior executives from a non-profit organization, a private

individuals were taken forward to a formal interview with

mutual company, a government established health service,

The Elders. The successful candidate was David

and a university collective social think tank. The appointed

Nussbaum, Chief Executive Officer of WWF-UK. David was

candidate was Tony Stuart, former CEO of NRMA Insurance

formerly in the finance sector and was Deputy Chief

and former CEO of Sydney Airports Corporation.

Executive at Oxfam GB as well as Chief Executive of
Transparency International. He also holds a number of
advisory and non-executive director positions in the
commercial and not-for-profit sectors.

World Vision India
National Director
After successfully advising on the appointment of Norbert

The Wellcome Trust
Director

Hsu as Partnership Leader, Strategy and Patricia Poku as
Director of Data Protection at World Vision International
Perrett Laver were asked to advise World Vision India on

Following the appointment of Sir Mark Walport as the UK

the appointment of a National Director. With an annual

Government’s Chief Scientific Advisor, Perrett Laver was

turnover of $70m, 2000 staff and a diverse portfolio of

asked to conduct a global search across academia,

programs running across 25 states nationwide, the Board

industry and government for world-leading individuals in

were seeking a practising Christian with extensive

their fields.

experience of senior leadership in organizations of

Following an iterative process, the final shortlist included a
world-renowned Professor at Harvard, a senior figure from
with the UK government, and the leader of one of the UK’s
key medical research institutes. The appointed candidate
was Professor Jeremy Farrar, an internationally leading
figure in the field of infectious disease. He was previously

significant complexity and scale.
The two shortlist candidates were from the not-for-profit
and commercial sectors. The successful candidate was
Cherian Thomas, previously Chief Executive of International
Development Finance Corporation Foundation.

Professor of Tropical Medicine and Global Health at Oxford
University, Global Scholar at Princeton University and
Director of the Wellcome Trust’s Major Overseas Program
in Vietnam.

Global Non-Profits
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Chief Executive Appointments
ONE Campaign
Executive Director, Africa

Women for Women International
Executive Director of Urugo
Women’s Opportunity Center
(Rwanda)

ONE Campaign is a ONE is a campaigning and advocacy
organization of more than eight million people around the
world taking action to end extreme poverty and preventable

The Women’s Opportunity Center (WOC) is a multi-purpose

disease, particularly in Africa. They believe the fight against

community center in the heart of Kayonza, Rwanda.

poverty is not about charity, but about justice and equality.

The WOC supports Women for Women International in the

Co-founded by Bono, ONE is politically non-partisan, is not

social and economic empowerment of women in Rwanda.

a grant-making organisation and does not solicit funding

The WOC is designed as a meeting place that bridges the

from the public or receive government grants. They are

gap between urban buyers and rural farmers and

funded largely by foundations and individual philanthropists.

entrepreneurs. It also offers classroom space where

In dynamic and shifting times, ONE was seeking an

women can learn new business skills and support networks

outstanding individual to lead their work in Africa and the

can meet regularly.

regional teams. The successful candidate for The Executive

The search generated interest around Rwanda for a

Director, Africa is to be responsible for the overall strategic

candidate with business acumen and a passion for

development and management of ONE’s activities in

social impact and women’s empowerment. Five female

sub-Saharan Africa and will collaborate with senior
colleagues globally to set the agenda for ONE’s advocacy

candidates were taken forward to shortlist. The appointed

role which resulted in a longlist comprising of 11 individuals

Catapult
Executive Director

– three male and eight female hailing from East Africa,

Catapult is a crowdfunding platform focused on taking

Southern Africa and West Africa. From the 11, six were

managed business incubation centers to help women

action for women and girls equality. Founded by

brought forward for final interview from all three regions of

learn entrepreneurship, business skills to start their own

Maz Kessler, a designer, artist, and serial entrepreneur

Africa coming from campaigning organizations, regional

businesses. In addition she had extensive experience with

with roots in the music industry, and initially incubated

affinity associations, African philanthropy, INGO and the

operations and business development.

as a project of Women Deliver, Catapult is now a 501c3

private sector. After a robust process, Rudo Kwaramba,

and independent. As part of the growing global momentum

formerly the Regional Leader of Southern Africa for World

for gender equality, Catapult connects the people who care

Vision International. Rudo was born in Zimbabwe and is a

to those most able to create change.

work in this market. Over 300 individuals applied for the

human rights lawyer by profession and was involved in
ONE Campaign’s “Make Poverty History” initiative when she
was working with World Vision in the UK.

candidate was Joy Rwamwenge, the Senior Monitoring and
Evaluation Advisor & Business Development Division
Manager at Rwanda Development Board. Rwamwenge

Tostan
Chief Executive
Tostan were looking for a CEO to succeed Molly Melching,
and drive the next stage of the organization’s growth and
development. 300 people were contacted during the
search, with a focus on philanthropic institutions and INGOs,
but also civil society and social entrepreneurial organizations
working across Anglophone and Francophone Africa.
A total of 60 candidates put themselves forward for the role,

The Chief Executive Officer has strategic oversight and

including sitting CEOs from a range of sectors and

operational responsibility for all of Catapult. The longlist

geographies – with a 60% female longlist. The appointee

comprised of 11 candidates coming from government, the

was Elena Bonometti, who brings experience of work across

tech world, non-profits, and for-profit businesses. The final

sub-Saharan Africa.

shortlist of six candidates was made up of five women and
one man. After an exhaustive search, Janet Morgan, the
Chief Executive Officer of Sequent Management was
appointed. Morgan was a seasoned leader in private
consulting firms and managed many projects for Fortune
500 clients, nonprofits and foundations.

Global Non-Profits
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Senior Management Appointments
Open Government Partnership
Chief Communications and
Campaigns Officer
accountability, empowering citizens, fighting corruption,
and utilizing new technologies in order to strengthen
governance around the world. In doing so, OGP works to
secure ambitious, concrete commitments developed in
coordination with government and civil society leaders.
OGP was searching for a Chief Communications and
Campaigns Officer, a new role for the organization,
to play a vital part in strengthening their position as
a major geopolitical actor and an effective force for
open governance. As such, the role is primarily
responsible for leading OGP’s external communications

support, accountability, effectiveness, and efficiency of the
Partnership, the appointment of this new role was a crucial
one for World Vision International. Reporting to Kevin
Jenkins, the President and Chief Executive Officer,
the Chief Administrative Officer is responsible for
providing long-range strategic planning, integration,
and management of key global strategic functions.

and campaign strategy.
The search generated significant interest from high-profile
individuals across the public and private sectors and from a
number of non-governmental organizations. The final longlist
consisted of ten candidates with extensive experience in
communications and campaigns, and in working with
government and civil society leaders around the world.
These individuals hailed from NGOs, the public sector and
private sector organizations. Five candidates, four women
and one man, were brought forward for formal interviews.
The appointed candidate was Stephanie Bluma who, as the

The longlist comprised senior commercial leaders from

former head of communications for USAID and a former

organizations such as Unilever, Motorola, De Beers,

Senior Vice President for Weber Shandwick, is extremely

and Zain. The appointed candidate was Andrew Morley,

well-respected in both the public and private sectors.

to support a shift in the world’s response to climate change. It is designed as an operating entity of the UN Framework
climate-resilient projects and programs in developing countries and allocates resources to effect positive change.

initiative aimed at promoting transparency and

As World Vision’s strategy moved to improve the impact,

The Green Climate Fund was created by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and aims
Convention on Climate Change in 2010 and is headquartered in the Republic of Korea. It works alongside low-emission and

Open Government Partnership (OGP) is a multilateral

World Vision International
Chief Administrative Officer

The Green Climate Fund

Head of the Independent
Evaluation Unit

Head of the Redress Mechanism

The selection panel was keen to find an inspiring Head of the

the Redress Mechanism with experience dealing with

Independent Evaluation Unit with experience at the frontier of

grievances or complaints; experience interacting with

results, evaluation and learning practice; experience in

multi-stakeholder organizations and environments; previous

external engagement and partnerships management; strong

experience with Board of Director engagement and a solid

organizational and project management skills and experience

track record in setting up similar accountability units, including

leading evaluations that involve collecting and analysing

hiring staff and formulating a budget.

complex qualitative or quantitative data sets.

Following a comprehensive search of leaders within civil

Following a comprehensive search of leaders within the

society organizations, academia, the development banks, the

development banks, civil society organizations, international

private sector and INGO’s, the longlist included seven

non-governmental organizations and the private sector, the

candidates. The final shortlist of three candidates was made

shortlist included seven candidates, six men and one woman.

up of one man and two women. The appointed candidate was

The appointed candidate was Dr. Jyotsna Puri, Deputy

Dr. Lalanath De Silva, Director of Environmental Democracy

Executive Director & Head of Evaluation at 3ie where she led

Practice at World Resources Institute (WRI) where he provided

the evaluation program for 3ie with substantive and

expertise on law and governance issues to the water,

management leadership of all evaluation activities, was a

sustainable cities, global forest watch, forest restoration and

member of the senior management team for 3ie global and

climate adaptation teams at WRI, while also working closely

served as Head of the Delhi Office. Dr. Puri also served as an

on in-country projects with a host of civil society groups and

Adjunct Associate Professor at the School of International and

governments. Dr. De Silva also served as a member of the

Public Affairs at Columbia University, teaching a course titled

Compliance Review Panel at the Asian Development Bank,

‘Impact Evaluations in Practice’ to graduate students.

where he reviewed complaints and grievances of affected

The selection panel was keen to find an outstanding Head of

individuals on global projects and contributed to internal
procedure and guideline development for compliance review

whose early career at Ford culminated in his appointment

by the Asian Development Bank’s Compliance Review Panel.

as a European Marketing Director, based in Paris and
Cologne before he was appointed to lead Sky Television’s
Sales and Marketing teams for five years. Andrew next
spent some time in broadband with Cable & Wireless,
and as the CMO of Harrods before joining Motorola as the
International VP for Marketing in 2007. He worked in
Singapore before returning to run Motorola UK and Ireland.
He also worked for three years as part of the Google
Motorola team.

Global Non-Profits
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3ie
The International Initiative for Impact Evaluation (3ie) is a member-based international grant-making non-profit that promotes

Evidence Action
Chief Operating Officer

Safe Water Network
Head of Individual Giving

evidenced informed development policies and programs to improve the lives of underserved people. It is a global leader in

Evidence Action scales proven development solutions to

Safe Water Network was co-founded in 2006 by the late

funding the production and synthesis of rigorous evidence on what works, for whom, why and at what cost in low and

benefit millions of people around the world. They fill the

actor and philanthropist Paul Newman and a group of

middle-income countries. 3ie provides grants for and quality assurance and expert advice on the production and use of

gap between knowing “what works” and having impact at

prominent civic and business leaders to address the

impact evaluations, systematic reviews and evidence syntheses, as well as advocating for strengthening evaluation and using

scale, implementing cost-effective interventions whose

significant global need for safe, affordable water. Safe Water

evidence in decision-making about development policies, programming and research funding investments.

efficacy is backed by substantial rigorous evidence.

Network develops and demonstrates economically viable

Evidence Action identifies innovative, appropriate financing

and replicable solutions that enable communities to

Director of Evaluation Office

Head of the Washington Office

mechanisms and builds best practice operational models.

sustainably manage their own safe water supply. Today, one

Their vision is to reduce poverty and spur growth in

million people in 300 communities now operate their own

Perrett Laver was pleased to find 3ie’s next Director of

The Head of the Washington Office is responsible for

developing countries and that this requires strategic,

safe water enterprises across Ghana and India due to this

Evaluation Office to steer its strategic evaluation

overseeing all administration, fundraising and programs

high-value investment of scarce resources, whether

work. Perrett Laver was delighted to assist Safe Water

programming, manage and deliver grants, conduct

emanating out of the Washington Office.

they come from donors, governments, or communities.

Network find its next Head of Individual Giving, a key

Eleven candidates were longlisted, seven females and four

The selection panel was keen to find an inspiring Chief

leadership team member, responsible for individual

males, all with impact evaluation expertise. Fives females and

Operating Officer with experience in the development of

fundraising and related development activities.

After an extensive search, six candidates were selected

one male were shortlisted. The shortlisted candidates were

strategic business initiatives and partnerships; experience

for longlisting, given their strong experience working

coming from foundations, academia, and multilateral

collaborating with the Chief Executive Officer and the

within non-profit, bilateral, and multilateral organizations

organizations. Sara Pacque-Margolis was the appointed

Board of Directors; previous oversight of internal

as well as grant making bodies, research institutions,

candidate. Pacque-Margolis was an independent consultant in

operations while being accountable for efficient and

and think tanks. These candidates had demonstrated

strategic planning, proposal writing, M&E, training and

effective operational delivery in offices and programs;

strategic leadership in the development world, a track

facilitation. She previously worked in non-profits, foundations

and experience having oversight of multiple functions

record of resource mobilization and fundraising,

and in the United States Government.

within an organization.

fundraising and external engagements, and lead
conceptual, advocacy, and operational work.

After an extensive search, the resulting longlist comprised
accomplished development professionals from domestic
and international NGOs, top universities, healthcare
institutions, and the private sector. Candidates were
globally-minded, compelling communicators, and leaders
with strong experience stewarding fundraising growth,
particularly with high net worth donors. The field proved

extensive external networks, and deep technical expertise

Following a comprehensive search of leaders within

both highly competitive and attractive, resulting in Safe

in impact evaluation designs, methods and practice,

INGO’s, the private sector, foundations and civil society

Water Network placing two candidates. Tom Gibbons,

including cutting-edge methodologies and empirical social

organizations, the longlist included 13 candidates from

former Vice President of Leadership Giving at Catholic Relief

science research.

NGOs, foundations and an international research center.

Services and Venkatesh Raghavendra, former Senior

3ie selected Marie Gaarder as its new Director of the

The final shortlist of six candidates was made up of five

Director of the American India Foundation, were both

Evaluation Office and Deputy Executive Director.

men and one woman. The appointed candidate was

offered positions. Both Tom and Venkatesh have

Previously, Gaarder was the Manager of Human

Steve Denne, Former Chief Operating Officer of Heifer

demonstrated leadership in philanthropy and fund

Development and Corporate Evaluations Unit with the

International where he led strategy development and

development as well as strong international experience.

World Bank Group and Director of Evaluation in the

provided oversight to grow and diversify revenue,

Tom has enjoyed a successful career across private and

Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD)

hired new leaders within the organization and led the

nonprofit sectors, bringing an exceptional track record of

holding over 15 years’ experience managing operational

development and implementation of the Heifer program

resource mobilization, fundraising production, and team

and research projects. She is widely published on

impact scale-up strategy launched in January 2011.

development—especially in major gifts. Tom was selected as

evaluation of conditional and unconditional cash transfer

Head of Individual Giving. Venkatesh is a social

programs, evaluation in fragile and conflict-affected states,

entrepreneur with nearly three decades of fundraising,

the institutionalization of government evaluation, and the

innovation, and development experience; has successfully

use of evidence in decision-making.

built cross-sectoral, global partnerships; and possesses
particular expertise in diaspora philanthropy. Venkatesh was
placed as Head of Philanthropic Giving.
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WaterAid
Director of International
Programs

Oxfam America
Director of Learning, Evaluation
and Accountability Department

WaterAid was looking for a Director of International

Oxfam America is a global organization working to right the

Programs with a strong track record as an inspiring leader,

wrongs of poverty, injustice and hunger. Oxfam America

and with a proven ability to motivate and empower others.

was looking for an inspiring Director of Learning, Evaluation

The Selection Committee was particularly keen to see

and Accountability Department (L.E.A.D.) that would provide

candidates with experience in building effective and diverse

strategic designing and implementation of their monitoring,

geographically-dispersed teams, with a good understanding

evaluation and learning (MEL) policies and systems. The

of development issues and current global trends.

selected candidate would provide technical oversight and

Following a comprehensive search of leaders within the
INGO community, the private sector, and bilateral
organizations, the longlist included individuals from leading
NGOs, and the Department for International Development.
The appointed candidate was Olga Ghazaryan,
International Programs Director at Oxfam GB, where she
was responsible for overseeing and directing development
and humanitarian programs in more than 50 countries in
Asia, Latin America, Africa, the Middle East, and Europe.

African Population Health Research Centre (APHRC)
The African Population Health Research Centre (APHRC) is a world-class independent research institution based in Africa, led
by Africans with its headquarters in Nairobi, Kenya. It actively engages policy makers and other key stakeholders on achieving
measurable policy impact and ensures that decision-making across the continent is informed by evidence-based research.
Dr Alex Ezeh had led the organization as Executive Director since 2001, driving the institution’s phenomenal growth and
development. APHRC now employs 130 staff from over ten countries with more than 40 ongoing projects operating on an
annual budget over $15million USD.

Director of Research Capacity
Strengthening

Director, Policy Engagement
& Communications

America programming, being accountable to the Oxfam

The selection panel was keen to find an inspiring Director

The longlist included eight individuals from across the

America Executive Leadership Team and the Board of

of Research Capacity Strengthening with a doctoral degree

development sector with experience of public policy and

Directors for the evaluation of their development work. The

in social or health sciences; experience developing and

communication. The final shortlist of six candidates was

selection panel was keen to see individuals with a strong

managing graduate training programs; extensive

made up of two women and three men.

track record in senior internal development experience with

experience working in sub-Saharan Africa; and strong

hands-on work in projects and programs in developing

organizational, writing and verbal communication skills.

countries, and a firm understanding of the differences and

Following a comprehensive search of leaders within

experience in Africa, Asia and North America working in

similarities of rights-based and needs-based approaches to

academia, think-tanks, development banks and research

program design and strategic communications for

poverty eradication and social justice.

institutions, the longlist included eight candidates from

development.

Following a comprehensive search of leaders in the INGO

NGOs, international think tanks and international research

community, bilateral organizations, academic institutions

institutions. The final shortlist of four candidates was made

and the private sector, the longlist included 12 individuals.

up of three men and one woman. The appointed candidate

The final shortlist of seven candidates was made up of four

was Dr. James Kisia, Executive Director of the International

men and three women. The appointed candidate was

Centre for Humanitarian Affairs where he was responsible

Stephen Porter, Evaluation Advisor, Department for

for setting up, registering and the management of the

International Development where he contributed to the

organization, including developing the necessary

corporate development of evaluation, advised on the

management systems, staff policies, and financial policies

development of the evaluation cadre and supported the

and procedures. He also led resource mobilization efforts,

achievement of team objectives. He also co-lead the

put in place measures to ensure accountability and

implementation of DFID’s evaluation strategy and lead the

timeliness in donor reporting, and developed excellent

implementation of DFIDs approach to implementing

donors relations and a strong visibility for the organization.

support of MEL across the entire portfolio of Oxfam

The appointed candidate was Lauren Gelfand the Editor
in Chief at AIDSPAN, who had more than 15 years of

management information, procurement and quality
assurance in the decentralised evaluation system.
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International Justice Mission is a global organization with a mission to protect the poor from violence by rescuing victims,

MoveOn.org
Director of Finance and
Administration

bringing criminals to justice, restoring survivors to safety and strength, and helping local law enforcement build a safe

MoveOn is the largest independent, progressive,

future that lasts.

digitally-connected organizing group in the United States.

International Justice Mission

MoveOn comprises two legal entities :Civic Action a 501(c)4

Vice President, Global Brand
and Communications

Vice President, International
Partner Engagement

The Vice President of Global Brand & Communications

IJM was seeking an outstanding individual with

would be required to develop and position a best-in-class

demonstrated abilities to develop systems, processes and

advocacy and human rights organization to lead and

procedures to increase efficiency and scale operations,

inspire a global movement on behalf of those most

advanced competencies in relationship building, problem

The critical time of the search generated a large amount of

vulnerable to violence.

solving and negotiations and established successful

interest of candidates wanting to work for an organization

cross-cultural experiences and sensitivity with a mature

helping to make political change. MoveOn.org brought six

orthodox Christian faith.

candidates, two males four females, forward to interview,

Following an extensive global search, the longlist
comprised 10 professionals from the NGO, private
and public sectors. The appointed candidate was

The longlist was comprised of twelve individuals from

Jeremy Steffens, formerly Vice President of Executive

leading INGO’s, private sector organizations and the

Communications at American Diabetes Association where

philanthropic sector.

he oversaw the development of strategic communications
products, messaging and brand positioning being
distributed from the Executive Office and led the Strategic
Communications, Public Relations and Media Relations
teams at the Association.

and a Political Action Committee. MoveOn engages people
in the civic process, using the internet to democratically
determine a progressive agenda, to raise public awareness
of pressing issues and to coordinate grassroots advocacy
campaigns to encourage sound public policies.

all with experience of financial oversight in a highly
regulated environment. The appointed candidate was
Kenia Baumgarten, the Director of Finance at Do
Something. Baumgarten brought over ten years of

capacity he led IJM’s partnerships with governments in

Porticus
Program Director,
Global Education

Southeast Asia to bring freedom and justice to survivors of

Porticus is an international family foundation that manages

forced labor slavery, cyber-sex trafficking, sexual violence

philanthropic programs that foster human dignity, social

and citizenship rights abuse. Prior to that Langford served

justice, and sustainability. Founded over 150 years ago,

as IJM’s Vice President of Operations for Africa, where he

they support over 3,000 projects in education, social

led IJM’s programs across Eastern, Western and Southern

cohesion, church and faith, social care and health care,

Africa to strengthen justice and socials services systems to

in more than 80 countries around the world. The Program

protect the poor from violence, including human trafficking,

Director of Global Education leads the Global Education

sexual violence, police abuse and illegal land seizure.

agenda and develops programs and partnerships.

The appointed candidate was Philip Langford who

experience in financial systems operations management,

previously served as Vice President of Regional Operations

human resources, grant management and compliance

for Southeast Asia at International Justice Mission. In this

management.

This role sparked global interest of education experts.
12 candidates were longlisted coming from INGOs,
Foundations and academia. The shortlisted comprised of
eight individuals, two males and 6 females. The appointed
candidate was Ryan Burgess, an Education Specialist at
InterAmerican Development Bank in Brazil. Ryan had
extensive experience with vulnerable and marginalized
communities around the globe.
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charity: water
Director of Sustainability
charity: water is a non-profit organization bringing clean

The William and Flora Hewlett
Foundation
Program Officer

and safe drinking water to people in developing nations.

The Hewlett Foundation is a private foundation established

Since 2006, charity: water has funded water projects

by Hewlett-Packard cofounder William Hewlett and his

around the world to help more than 3 million people get

wife Flora. The foundation gives over $400 million in grants

access to water, hygiene education and improved sanitation.

and gifts annually to help people build better lives.

This dynamic and entrepreneurial start up organization are

The Global Development and Population Program is the

committed to a 100% Model – in which 100% of their

biggest program at the Hewlett Foundation and has a

donations go directly to the field to fund water 6,611 projects

focus on East and West Africa and women’s empowerment

across 20 countries. Their innovative approach to program

and increasing the responsiveness of governments to

delivery and monitoring through every water project

their citizen’s needs.

delivered with photos, remote sensors and GPS coordinates
and through strong local partners allows a tailored approach

The Program Officer is focused on grant making and

Perrett Laver led the search for a Director of Sustainability

VisionFund International
Head of Global Governance

with the entrepreneurial mind set and technical ability to

VisionFund International (VFI) was created in 2003 by World

and evaluation and grant making experience. The shortlist

World Pulse
Vice President of Global Fund
Development

make sure that every time charity: water gets the water

Vision to develop and manage microfinance operations in

was comprised of seven females and one male from

World Pulse is a global grassroots social network based in

flowing, it continues to flow for at least another decade.

the countries where World Vision works to benefit the poor.

foundations, public sector, non profits and private.

Portland, Oregon, that connects women for change, with tens

The longlist comprised of individuals with INGO, private

World Vision is a Christian relief, development, and advocacy

The appointed candidate was Norma Altshuler, the

of thousands of members from 190 countries. On World Pulse,

sector engagement, technical and start up experience.

organisation dedicated to working with children, families and

Investment Director at Global Innovation Fund. Althsuler

women exchange stories, make connections, and learn new

The appointed candidate was Alex Eaton, an Ashoka

communities to overcome poverty and injustice. VFI were

worked cross sector and was responsible for $24 million

digital skills that enable them create faster change in their

Fellow with a master’s degree in Environmental Systems

seeking a dedicated and experienced Head of Corporate

grant portfolio at Global Innovation Fund.

communities. Jensine Larsen has led the organization as

Engineering, pioneered a start-up in Mexico to promote

Governance to ensure the VisionFund International and

Founder and Chief Executive Officer since 2004, driving the

cutting edge technology to convert organic waste into

circa 35 MFI boards are well-formed and effective, practising

organization’s strong and steady growth. World Pulse now

sustainable energy.

strong strategic leadership, oversight and demonstrating

connects 25,000 members and impacts 2.9 million people,

best practice in their corporate governance. Perrett Laver

to improve the lives of women around the world.

to delivery with buy-in of local communities.

expanding the partners of the Foundation. The search
sparked substantial interest of candidates all over the
globe. Ten candidates were long listed all with monitoring

undertook a global search to identify individuals from across
the corporate, INGO and social investment sectors with the

The longlist included nine individuals from across the
development sector with experience in fund raising,

relevant Board and legal experience as well as an active

development, and diversification. The final shortlist of

Christian faith and passion for Microfinance.

three candidates included three women from the US who

The longlist comprised of nine individuals from Ghana, USA,

possessed strong experience mobilizing resources and

Tunisia, India, Kenya and Switzerland and whose experience

growing budgets in the development sector. The appointed

spanned microfinance organisations, large donor

candidate was Anne McCaw, a Principal Consultant with

organisations such as the African Development Bank, the

One Bright Bird Consulting, who has more than 20 years

private sector and large INGOs. The appointed candidate

of experience collaborating for and with progressive

was Andy Griffiths, the India Field Director at the International

non-profit organizations of all sizes, forging reciprocal

Justice Mission, prior to transitioning into the non-profit

relationships with foundations, individuals, and

sector, Andy held senior legal positions with large media

corporations and building cultures of abundance.

corporations such as ITV and Endemol.
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Oxfam International
Chief Operating Officer,
Director of Public Engagement
and Global Director of Human
Resources

Amnesty International
Senior Director of Global
Operations
Amnesty International was looking for a Senior Director of

Omidyar Network
Director of Marketing and
Communications, Governance
and Citizen Engagement

Global Operations (SDGO) to take a lead role in a change in

Omidyar Network was looking for a Director of Marketing

operational structure, as part of the International Secretariat’s

and Communications to support the Governance & Citizen

Senior Leadership Team. Reporting to the Secretary General,

Engagement Initiative in London, working with the Marketing

the SDGO was to take overall responsibility for the creation

and Communications team, senior management, staff,

and management of Amnesty’s regional global hubs.

investees, partners, agencies, media, and advocacy groups

Chief Operating Officer, Global Director of Human

The longlist comprised 14 individuals from some of the

to create and manage the implementation of

Resources, Director of Public Engagement. Oxfam’s

world’s largest INGOs, as well as donor organizations such as

communications and marketing strategies for the

affiliates designed a new structure that would devolve

the World Bank and UNAIDS. The shortlist comprised

organization and its initiatives. The ideal candidate needed

responsibility to the global south, in a network of

individuals from across the UK, Latin America, Thailand,

to have in-depth knowledge and experience of

interdependent affiliates, with more affiliates from the

Zimbabwe, and South Africa. The appointed candidate was

communications, marketing, and multimedia – together with

global south. All affiliates would claim responsibility for

Minar Pimple, formerly the Regional Director of the

excellent influencing and ambassadorial skills, and familiarity

resource generation and influencing in their home market.

Millennium Campaign in Asia at the UNDP.

with current trends in international mass media, corporate

Following Perrett Laver’s support of Oxfam International’s
appointment of the Director of Global Communications
and Executive Director, we were asked to advise Oxfam
International on the appointment of three new roles:

All roles were run at the same time but staggered to ensure

communications, digital innovation, and public affairs.

a diverse senior team.

The longlist included 31 individuals from INGOs, media,

Following an extensive global search, the longlists

public affairs agencies, government, and FMCGs.

comprised professionals from across the globe.

In the end, Omidyar Network appointed two candidates:

The respective appointed candidates were Patrick

Jim Peacock, who had more than 15 years of experience in

Canagasingham as Chief Operating Officer (previously,

marketing, communications, and public affairs working with

Senior Director of Operations for East Asia at World Vision

corporate, government, and not-for-profit organizations

International); Rene Bujard as Global Director of Human
Resources (previously, Associate HR Director for Research
and Development for EMEA and Global Corporate
Functions at Procter and Gamble); Irwin Fernandes as
Director of Public Engagement (formerly Director of
Marketing and Fundraising at Save the Children India).

The Elders
Director of Development

around the world, most recently leading the
communications and consultancy practice at Salterbaxter

After successfully advising The Elders on their appointment
of a Director of Corporate Services, a Program Director,

MSLGROUP; and Iain Simpson as Director of Marketing and
Communications for the Property Rights Initiative, who had
worked as a strategic communications and branding

and a Chief Executive Officer, Perrett Laver was asked to
support them in their search for a Head of Development –
a new role for the organization.

consultant to global clients, including Gavi, the Vaccine
Alliance, the Office of the United Nations SecretaryGeneral, several public-private global health partnerships,

The longlist comprised eight individuals with strong track

and other multilateral and private sector agencies.

records in fundraising, and a specific focus on bringing in
funds from major donors, across NGOs, foundations, and
the Higher Education sector. The appointed candidate was
Dr Edith Prak. Dr Prak was formerly the Director of
Development at the Open University, and had previously
held roles at the Ashmolean Museum, the Imperial Cancer
Research Fund, and Oxfam.
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Jewish Care
Director of Property
Perrett Laver partnered with Jewish Care to appoint a new

Gary Community Investments
Investment Director,
Child Development

Director of Property. With responsibility for approximately

The Investment Director of Early Childhood is focused

35 staff and an annual capital and revenue budget of

on developing a portfolio of philanthropic and market

£4 million, the Director of Property is responsible for a

rate investments pertaining to the development of children

significant proportion of Jewish Care’s business.

in Colorado.

With a longlist of senior property individuals from across the

The longlist comprised 12 candidates working in early

commercial property development, higher education and

childhood education and impact investing. Six female

UK service charity sectors; the appointed candidate was

candidates were shortlisted from Colorado and New York.

Ian Grimes. Ian is a Chartered Surveyor with 20 years’

The appointed candidate, Steffanie Clothier, the Senior Policy

experience in property. Prior to joining Jewish Care, Ian held

Director at Alliance for Early Success, who had focused her

senior property roles in the following organizations:

career in the philanthropic and policy area in childhood

the University of Hertfordshire, Parsons Brinckerhoff,

development and she was involved with the National

Hertfordshire Constabulary, and Budgens Stores.

Conference of State Legislatures to develop effective policy.

Ian’s career had focused on the delivery of large capital
projects, and he worked on several award-winning and
ground-breaking developments.

International Rescue Committee
Vice President, Policy and
Practice
Following work with the International Rescue Committee
(IRC) on their Senior Vice President for Europe, reporting
to David Miliband, Perrett Laver were privileged to partner
with the IRC once more, on the appointment of their
Vice President for Policy and Practice.

The Director of Communications, a member of the senior

The search generated significant interest and the longlist

management team, creates, implements, and measures the

was comprised of 18 leaders in the field of policy and

success of Concern’s communications strategy – and

advocacy from International NGOs, and worldwide bilateral

works on improving the digital vision, media, and PR

and multilateral agencies. The final shortlist of eight

strategy that will enhance the impact of the work they do.

candidates was made up of six women and two men coming
from the US, England, Scotland, and India. The appointed

The shortlist consisted of four talented individuals coming
from academia, an inter-governmental organization, a

candidate was Nazanin Ash, a Consultant for Millennium

pharmaceutical company, and a local charity. The appointed

Challenge Corporation, who came with 10 years’ previous
policy experience at the US State Department, leading the
US Government’s Middle East Partnership Initiative.

candidate was Sarah Martin, a former public affairs
executive and journalist. She joined Concern Worldwide
from the Office of the President of Ireland where she was

Prior to that, she was at ActionAid Kenya.
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Big Society Capital
Social Sector Director
Perrett Laver worked with Big Society Capital on their

Equal Access
Vice-President, Finance and
Operations

appointment of a Social Sector Director. In this appointment,

Equal Access, a rapidly growing organization

Big Society Capital was looking primarily for an individual

headquartered in San Francisco, sparked an interest from

who had operated at a very senior executive level within a

candidates all over the US. The longlist comprised eight

service-delivery focused charity or social enterprise.

candidates with extensive financial experience in INGO’s.

The search generated a high level of interest from directors

The shortlist included three males and three females from

of leading national charities and social enterprises, as well as

across the US. The appointed candidate was Jennifer

senior executives from the private sector. At the shortlist five

Koliba, the Chief Financial Officer and Chief Operating

candidates were interviewed: including a Fund Manager

Officer of Democracy Council. Koliba spent the majority of

from a leading national philanthropic foundation, the Chief

her career at Freedom House leading the Finance

Executive of a housing association, the Finance Director of a

Department.

flagship national charity, a senior executive at a large County
Council, and the Chair of a big social investment fund.
The successful candidate was Geetha Rabindrakumar,
who was formerly the Finance Director of Scope.

WorldFish
Director of Finance and
Operations
Perrett Laver was engaged to appoint the Director of Finance
and Operations for WorldFish, a member of the CGIAR
Consortium of International Agricultural Research. As the

Education Development Trust
International Director
Following the successful appointment of Kate Vorley as

organization grew rapidly, quadrupling their annual budget

Regional Director of Africa at Education Development Trust,

within four years, they required a Director of Finance and
Operations who could provide strategic financial direction to
ensure that they grow efficiently in the years to come.

Perrett Laver was invited to advise the organization on the
appointment of their next International Director. This role
required the successful candidate to ensure the ongoing

An extensive global search was undertaken resulting in a

development of Education Development Trust’s global

longlist of individuals drawn from INGOs such as CARE,

education services offer, with strategic responsibilities across

Oxfam and ChildFund, leading think tanks in social and

Asia, MENA, and Africa. As such, the search generated

environmental issues in Asia such as the Global Green

significant interest from leaders of a range of organizations

Growth Institute and International IDEA; leading

across the private, INGO, and public sectors.

philanthropic foundations and large commercial

The final shortlist of four candidates included leaders

organizations and from across Australia, South Korea,

with expertise in education across a number of regions.

Kenya, Zambia, Canada, Sweden, Germany, Ireland and

The successful candidate was Dr Patrick Brazier, Regional

Dubai. The appointed candidate was Jamie Craig,

Director of Middle East and North Africa at the British Council.

former Vice President Financial and Corporate Services
and Chief Financial Officer for CARE Canada.
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ActionAid International
Head of Campaigns
Perrett Laver was appointed to advise on the appointment

Population Services
International
People Director

of a new Head of Campaigns for ActionAid International,

Population Services International were seeking a dynamic

a leading INGO whose primary aim is to work against

and innovative People Director to lead the People function

poverty and injustice worldwide. ActionAid International

within a highly mission-driven, employee-oriented,

was seeking to appoint a dynamic Head of Campaigns to

and high-performance culture.

support the Director of Policy, Advocacy, Research and

The longlist comprised ten individuals from across

Campaigns, by taking responsibility for driving forward the

multilaterals, large public health INGOs, commercial

organization’s popular campaigning and ensuring ActionAid

organizations, and foundations. The resulting shortlist of

International becomes a more effective campaigning force.

seven candidates included HR leaders from organizations

The final shortlist included four senior campaigners from

such as UNICEF, the World Bank and a Vice President from

leading INGOs based in the Global South. The appointed

one of the ‘Big Four’ advertising companies. The appointed

candidate was Pooven Moodley, former Head of National

candidate was Steve Honeyman, formerly Director of

Influencing at Oxfam GB.

Learning and Performance at PSI, and an award-winning
expert in learning and performance, who brings a breadth of
global field experience from across Asia and Africa.

Global Impact Investing
Network
Director of Operations

Near East Foundation
Vice-President, Program
Development

Perrett Laver were chosen to support the Global Impact
Investing Network on the appointment of a Director of
Operations. The Director of Operations is responsible
for ensuring that all critical administrative operations,
including finances and human resources, are in place and

Headquartered in Syracuse, the Near East Foundation

operating excellently.

partnered with Perrett Laver to appoint a Vice-President for

The search generated significant interest from investment
professionals of commercial, development, and

prosperous, and inclusive communities in the Middle East
and Africa through education, community organizing,

microfinance institutions. The appointed candidate was
Wen-Hua Yang, who had worked in the non-profit sphere

Global Non-Profits

Program Development to help build more sustainable,

and economic development.

for over a decade, focusing on scaling operational

The final shortlist of six included three women and three

functions in new or growing organizations. Prior to joining

men all of whom were leaders in program design,

the GIIN, Wen served as the Deputy Operations Director at

development, and fundraising. The appointed candidate,

Avaaz, where she played a key role in supporting all

Brandy Westerman, was the Director of Program

aspects of the organization’s global activities: including

Management at Mercy Corps with experience spanning

human resources, finance, legal, and administrative.

South and Central Asia, and the Middle East.
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HelpAge International
Chair

Helen Bamber Foundation
Chair of the Board

HelpAge International is a global network working

The Helen Bamber Foundation is a UK-based human

with older people in over 75 countries. Following

rights organization offering support to survivors of

Perrett Laver’s support of HelpAge International’s

cruelty, including torture and trafficking. Perrett Laver

appointment of their Chief Executive Officer, we were

was delighted to be appointed to carry out the search

asked to advise HelpAge International on the

for a Chair of the Board to succeed the actress,

appointment of the Chair of the Board.

comedian, screenwriter, and author, Emma Thompson.

After an extensive search, the resulting longlist

Following an extensive search, the shortlist comprised

comprised 19 high-profile individuals across Europe,

four individuals from a range of backgrounds:

North America, Asia, and Latin America: with a strong

spanning international law, politics, and international

background in international development and the

development. The appointed candidate was Gemma

global ageing movement. The appointed candidate
was Arun Maira, former member of the Planning
Commission of India. Arun has held leadership
positions across the private and public sectors,
working with the Tata Group in India, and Arthur D
Little in the USA, before returning to India as
Chairman of the Boston Consulting Group. In 2009,
Arun was appointed by the Prime Minister of India as
a member of the Planning Commission, and has been
Chairman of the Axis Bank Foundation and Save the
Children India.

Breast Cancer Now
Chair

Mortensen, Executive Director at Crisis Action, a
World Economic Forum Young Global Leader, and a

In November 2014, Breakthrough Breast Cancer and
Breast Cancer Campaign made the bold and exciting
announcement to join forces to advance the interests

Board Member of 38 Degrees. The Helen Bamber
Foundation also wanted to consider a number of
candidates for additional advisory roles.

Oxfam GB
Chair of Council

of those affected by the disease, and Perrett Laver

Oxfam GB is a globally renowned aid and development

was asked to support the appointment of an

charity with 70 years’ experience working and

independent Chair for the merged charity.

campaigning with partners in over 90 countries

A broad search was conducted and senior individuals
from across the UK non-profit, global development,

worldwide. In July 2016, Oxfam GB was looking for a
new Chair of Council to take over from Karen Brown.

higher education, public, government, and private

Perrett Laver’s longlist consisted of 28 individuals

sectors were approached. The final shortlist

from across the private, public, and third sectors.

comprised experienced executive and non-executive

The appointed candidate was Caroline Thomson, an

leaders from national charities, higher education

expert in digital media and development. Caroline had

institutions, and the broader public sector. The appointed

recently held the position of Chief Executive at the

candidate was Dame Lynne Berry OBE, a seasoned

English National Ballet, before which she had enjoyed

NED and Chair with experience hailing directly from

a long career at the BBC – including periods as Head

Cambridge University Hospital NHS FT, Canal & River

of the World Service and, later, Corporate Policy.

Trust, and the Commission of the Voluntary Sector

By the time Caroline left the BBC she had become the

and Ageing, amongst other earlier examples. She

organization’s Chief Operating Officer. Caroline holds a

had also previously been Chief Executive of RVS, the

number of non-executive roles including being the

General Social Care Council, the Equal Opportunities

Chair of Digital UK, the body which is responsible for

Commission, and the Family Welfare Association;

digital terrestrial television. She is also Deputy Chair of

and Executive Director of the Charity Commission.

the National Gallery, and a trustee of Tullie House
Gallery in Cumbria.
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Disasters Emergency
Committee
Vice-Chair

WaterAid
Trustees

The Disasters Emergency Committee (DEC) works with 13

world’s poorest countries to provide access to safe water,

of the UK’s leading aid charities to provide and deliver aid

improved hygiene, and sanitation. At the time of the

to ensure successful appeals. Since their launch in 1963,

appointments, WaterAid was launching its ambitious

they have run 67 appeals and raised more than £1.4 billion,

new five-year Global Strategy in conjunction with the

saving millions of lives and rebuilding communities

introduction of the Sustainable Development Goals.

devastated by disasters. DEC were looking to appoint a

WaterAid were, therefore, looking for several Trustees to

Vice-Chair to their Independent Board of Trustees to work

lead this strategic change process. For two of the roles in

across their member agencies, help define strategic goals,

particular they were seeking people with significant and

and deliver the charitable outcomes for which it was set up.

senior experience of the international development sector,

WaterAid works with marginalised people in some of the

and with a good understanding of the opportunities and

The appointed candidate was Andy Green, former Group

challenges faced in the provision of water, sanitation, and

Chief Executive of Logica, with a previous executive career

hygiene for all. Of particular significance were also

in BT. His current non-executive and advisory roles include

individuals with a deep knowledge of the regions in which

Chairman of Digital Catapult and President of UKSpace.

they work.

He was formerly a Board Member of the CBI.

The longlist consisted of 21 individuals from Ghana, India,
Tunisia, South Africa, Senegal, Afghanistan, Hong Kong,
and the UK and with experience which spanned
multinational corporations in manufacturing and healthcare,

Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
Trustees

leading grassroots civil society organizations, governments
in the global south, and large complex INGOs.
The appointed candidates were Dr Sylvia Anie, a public

Esmée Fairbairn Foundation is one of the largest
independent grant-making foundations in the UK, with an
endowment of approximately £800 million; their aim is to

range of sectors, including water and sanitation, and at a
senior level for the Commonwealth Secretariat. Secondly,

improve the quality of life for people and communities in
the UK, both now and in the future. Perrett Laver was asked
to support the appointment of two Trustees with experience
of the environment, community engagement, or social
development sectors and ideally with experience outside of

Global Non-Profits

health and development expert who has worked with a

Dr Myriam Sidibe who has a background in public health
and behaviour change and is now Hygiene and Nutrition
Social Mission Director for Africa at Unilever. Thirdly, Steve
Vaid, now Acting Chief Executive at Guide Dogs.

Christian Aid
Trustees
Christian Aid is a Christian organization that insists the
world can and must be swiftly changed to one where
everyone can live a full life, free from poverty. Christian Aid
were looking to appoint several Trustees with skillsets
including HR, digital transformation, and international
development; as well as a demonstrable commitment to
the values of the organization. The appointed candidates
were Pippa Greenslade, Group HR Director at Bakkavor
(the UK’s leading fresh prepared foods manufacturer);
Amanda Mukwashi, Chief of Volunteer Knowledge and
Innovation at United Nations Volunteers; Valerie Traore,

South East England.

founding Executive Director of Niyel, a Dakar-based

The longlisted candidates included a number of high-calibre

innovative campaigns organization; and Helene Bradley-

chief executives and board members. The two appointed

Ritt, Managing Director of Boudica & Eir. Prior to Boudica &

Trustees were distinguished author and Governor of

Eir, Helene spent her 25 year career working with the BBC,

Coram, Dr Eleanor Updale; and Joe Docherty, the Deputy

Cap Gemini Ernst & Young, Unilever and Brakes Group,

Chief Executive for North East-based Home Group, Member

leading corporate communication, change, and CSR

of Council of the University of Durham, and a National

agendas in markets including Africa, Asia, Europe, the

Council Member of Arts Council England.

Middle East and North America.
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e: chicago@perrettlaver.com
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t: +1 202 756 7746

DUBLIN
Suite B05, The Garrison
31-32 Lower Leeson Street,
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Dublin, DO2 KA62, Ireland
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